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摘要

METAX GROUP is an international financial technology group registered in Cayman, 
which aims to provide the most valuable inclusive financial services for all people with 
the help of the world's most novel technology -- blockchain encryption technology, 
combined with the new diversified and innovative financial model, and with a new 
organizational situation and financial ecology.

METAX GROUP has the world's top encryption technology team, who are the primary 
masters growing up with blockchain encryption technology, laying a solid foundation 
for the development of the whole group. At the same time, METAX also has a core 
financial team proficient in quantitative trading from Goldman Sachs, JPMORGAN 
Chase, World Quant and other international first-line quantitative funds. It has more 
than 130 traders and technical teams in Canada, Silicon Valley, Hong Kong and 
London. It has in-depth cooperation with the top hedge funds in the global futures 
market and has the most smart PAMM documentary system. It can provide the highest 
quality asset value-added services for users, and realize the double closed loop 
between users and ecology.

In the future, Metax will use global new fintech to drive the development of the group's 
ecology, including DAO, metaverse, public chain, exchange, digital asset management, 
wallet and DeFi, and eventually build a global, orderly, unbounded, open, transparent 
and diversified financial ecosystem.
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THE MARKET BACKGROUND

2.1 DeFi 

DeFi (decentralized finance) refers to the financial behavior running on the underlying system of blockchain 

such as ETH, BSC and Heco monetary ecological chain. The concept of DeFi began to rise in 2014-2017, 

and various DeFi projects such as decentralized lending gradually came online in 2018-2019. It became 

widely popular after the bull market of Bitcoin attracted the market's attention in 2020. DeFi lock-up volume 

exceeded $80 billion on April 6, 2021, and the stock of digital assets in DeFi network exceeded $101 billion, 

accounting for about 5% of the overall volume of digital currencies, and the trend is further accelerated.

DeFi is an emerging cryptocurrency innovation that is breaking down the barriers of banks and borders and 

creating a new, internet-native global financial ecosystem. Since MakerDAO's launch in 2015, DeFi apps 

have mushroomed across major banking divisions. After several years of technology iteration, 2020 is the 

year when DeFi found the correspondence point of product market and develop. The value of the head 

contracts in DeFi has risen from less than $1 billion to nearly $90 billion today. DeFi's value creation varies 

across sectors, with decentralized exchanges and lending platforms dominating the share of growth so far. 

Other parts of the field will continue to evolve as the technology matures.

DeFi is rapidly reaching a tipping point where the nascent protocol ecosystem begins to compete with existing 

financial services. It's worth noting DeFi's breathtaking growth, with DeFi's assets now worth more than 2.6% 

of the $4.2 trillion market cap of the S&P 500's financial services sector, a 25-fold increase in less than two 

years. DeFi still has huge potential to grow by absorbing share from traditional finance and add share to the 

nearly $2 trillion crypto economy.
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THE MARKET BACKGROUND

2.2 DEX(Decentralized Exchange) 

DEX--Decentralized exchange, the basic application of defi, is a blockchain based exchange. It does not store 

user funds and personal data on the server, but only serves as an infrastructure to match buyers and sellers 

who want to buy and sell digital assets. With the help of the matching engine, this transaction occurs directly 

between participants (point-to-point).

DEX is different from CEX (centralized exchange). From the perspective of asset security, CEX wallet stores 

all users' funds. Due to the large amount of funds, it is easy to attract attacks from hackers. Once problems 

occur, almost all users will suffer losses. In DEX platform, users' assets are not managed by the platform, but 

by smart contracts. During the transaction, the platform does not touch the user's assets, and the user's 

assets do not need to be recharged into the platform. The user's transaction operations are point-to-point 

transactions. The order operation requires the trader to sign with private key, and the smart contract 

verification is carried out after the match is successful.

From the perspective of asset control, in CEX, users' assets are controlled by the platform, and users need to 

top up their assets into the trading platform's wallet. The asset custody function of the centralized trading 

platform is just like a bank. Users deposit their money in the bank, and the bank gives users an account 

number to record their funds. The bank has absolute control over users' funds. At DEX, users are in complete 

control of their assets. DEX does not provide funds custody service, so there is no way to control and transfer 

users' funds.

From the perspective of transaction speed, in CEX, because the transaction data is not linked, the transaction 

speed is very fast as long as there is a matching counterparty order; DEX is fully supported by the blockchain. 

Every transaction order and change of status will be recorded in the blockchain network as a transaction, 

which often leads to problems such as poor liquidity, high cost and slow speed.

DEX has obvious security advantages over CEX and can greatly reduce various risks caused by human 

factors. However, the performance of the underlying public chain severely restricts the development of DEX, 

resulting in a much lower user experience than CEX. However, as DeFi projects become more active, various 

decentralized exchanges in the market are constantly breaking through and trying to increase market share. 

The competition between DEX and CEX is not only about technology, but about economic model and high 

performance.

Lorem ipsum



2.3 Major Problems

2.4 The solution

Despite their popularity in the 
financial world, the 
cryptocurrency market has yet to 
become mainstream. In search 
of new products, users spend a 
lot of time exploring the 
processes and details of the 
domain. Transaction speed, lack 
of risk management, and poor 
user experience prevent new 
users from joining DeFi and 
maximizing profits

The rapid development of DeFi 
has been accompanied by 
various security incidents. In the 
code-and-rule world, especially in 
the financial field involving 
funds, a negligence will attract a 
large number of hackers, and the 
theft of tokens and the abuse of 
loopholes have become 
problems that DeFi must face. 
Poor infrastructure and the early 
stages of DeFi are typical 
symptoms behind the frequency 
of security incidents.

The DeFi market is a risky 
income generating system, with 
many products focusing on 
short-term monetization rather 
than long-term development of 
the platform, resulting in short 
project cycles and high risk of 
user loss. A sustainable 
ecosystem is therefore crucial 
for DeFi.

Most blockchain projects are 
viewed with suspicion by the 
public largely because there is no 
stable foundation to build on. 
METAX will build its own super 
public chain to lay the foundation 
for the whole system. In the 
future, wallet, Exchange, 
metaverse and other 
applications will be developed 
and run based on this public 
chain, and the transaction speed 
and product application of the 
platform will be greatly 
improved.

The application of DAO in 
METAX Group is decentralized 
and autonomous. The 
development, application and 
operation of all projects follow 
the principle of decentralization 
to ensure the security of user 
funds to the greatest extent and 
avoid technical loopholes and 
security risks brought by the 
centralized platform.

METAX sustainable business 
ecosystem on the basis of male 
chain, take the user as the core, 
develop all kinds of applications 
around the user only, make 
wallets, exchange, DAO, DeFi, 
quantitative funds, and 
diversified applications such as 
digital asset management 
services to constantly activate 
the user's demand and 
satisfaction through the platform 
token MTT incentive mechanism 
to attract users to actively 
participate in, as well as build a 
circular economy.
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METAX GROUP

3.1 METAX GROUP

Metax Group is a leading comprehensive service provider in the field of global science and technology 
finance. It is an international group focusing on science and technology finance, business development and 
global digital asset allocation. It is one of the largest investment management enterprises in the world. 
Adhering to the sustainable business strategy of "science and technology enables finance and finance 
promotes ecology", Metax leads global users to enjoy the dividends of inclusive finance and promote global 
economic integration with the top science and technology finance transaction team as well as innovative and 
integrated business model.

METAX is an open distributed and decentralized integrated Defi+DAO+Metaverse ecosystem with diversified 
financial scenes. Through the MTX Exchange ecosystem, a comprehensive service platform integrating 
public chain, distributed financial infrastructure and financial service protocols is constructed. It has a 
decentralized cryptocurrency ecosystem built by multiple ecological links such as exchange, public chain, 
DAO, DeFi, wallet, quantitative fund and digital asset management, providing users with a comprehensive, 
safe, efficient and free financial ecological platform.

METAX complies with the development trend of the "blockchain +" era and comes up with a complete solution 
for the practical public blockchain ecosystem, with high scalability, effective security, reliability, 
decentralization and flexibility to develop a variety of application types. METAX is based on a dedicated basic 
protocol-based framework design, mid-level smart contract execution and upper-level functional architecture 
implementation, making blockchain technology successful in large-scale financial applications.

METAX aims to design a future distributed financial infrastructure that connects and exchanges value 
between different blockchain networks in a decentralized manner. We firmly believe that we can create a 
financial system that no longer relies on a centralized approach, with multiple types of assets moving freely 
across different chains.

MTA Public Chain:  High-performance Blockchain Network
A stable and powerful public chain is the foundation for building all blockchain 
financial applications. MTA public chain builds a lightweight blockchain network 
based on the main chain, application chain, EVM and Inter-Blockchain to support the 
construction and operation of the whole chain application and ecology, which is the 
foundation of the metaverse.

· Underlying System: The underlying network for building the metaverse in the    
      future

·Multi-chain Ecology: Provide more products in the metaverse

·Distributed Network: Save data permanently



METAX GROUP

METAX DAO: The Autonomous System Of Metaverse
The advantage of METAX DAO lies in its global, permission-free and decentralized 
nature. It solves the problem of trust between people through blockchain technology 
and truly achieve "Code is law" (Code and law). Every line of agreement is operated in 
strict accordance with the code and cannot be tampered with. METAX DAO is 
responsible for the governance and operation of the entire METAX group and 
ecosystem.

· Build an unbounded financial ecosystem

·Operation and development of metax

·Support other commercial entities

MTA Metaverse: A Virtual World Detached From Reality
The birth of MTA metaverse, a virtual world that is infinitely close to the real world or 
even beyond the real world, requires the continuous progress of technology, and more 
organizations and individuals to participate in it. The establishment of public chain 
and DAO provides the foundation for the development of MTA metaverse, and its 
development cap is full of various possibilities.

· Fairer, more equal and more just              · More intelligent and creative

· More convenient and liberal                     · More digital and safer

METAX Wallet: Metaverse Portal
METAX wallet is a completely decentralized digital asset wallet. Based on the public 
chain, METAX wallet can seamlessly link global mainstream assets. It is safe, reliable 
and trustworthy to pay through one-click transaction through the wallet. Wallet 
account is also a personal anonymous account, which is one of the basic portals into 
the MTA Metaverse.

· Transaction payment                    · Merchant payment serial connection

· Multi-chain asset management     · Multiple DApp connections

MTX Exchange: Quantitative Asset Management
Digital asset services support various settlements between parties and provide direct 
transactions between people. Institutions or individuals from different countries can 
buy, sell and exchange other digital currencies or legal currencies (such as US dollars 
or euros). Its trading interface is like general stock market trading, which has K-line 
diagram, technical analysis interface and can also hang trading reservation orders. It 
is similar to the operation method of stock market and easy to use.

· Cross border free transactions         · Mainstream currency exchange

· Invest in Defi financial management



METAX GROUP

MTT: Exchange Platform Token
MTT is both liquid and value token, with the advantages of BTC, ETH and FIL. MTT is 
not only the platform currency of the exchange, but also the token of the internal 
ecology of METAX group. MTT is required to be used in the future MTA metaverse, all 
applications of METAX financial ecology, transaction payment and so on. MTT is the 
only circulation token and the core value circulation medium to construct the entire 
ecology, with the value equal to that of US dollar and gold.

Digital Asset Management
To manage users' digital assets facilitate the rapid flow of valuable assets worldwide, 
and create new value in circulation. Traditional bank assets are not only risky to trade, 
but also subject to various intermediary fees. On MTT platform, if you want to transfer 
the asset ownership after asset mapping token, you can directly trade on the block 
chain, which is convenient, fast, safe and guaranteed.

· Asset management on the chain         · Asset mapping token

· One click link to global assets

Quantitative Fund
MTX trusted blockchain create quantitative investment products, compatible with the 
global mainstream platform, automatic trading, which makes automatic intelligent 
trading system with the core intelligent technology + core algorithm.

· Compatible with mainstream platforms         · Fully automatic transaction

· Intelligent matching products

DeFi
The development of diversified financial DeFi is mainly aimed at activating users 
within the platform, enabling more people to recognize MTX Exchange, and 
contributing to the development of METAX's global commercial financial system.

To realize the great goal of "building an orderly and boundless global business world", it is necessary to have 
a diversified business application ecology, a powerful function system and the financial and commercial 
ecological circle. A strong diversified and constantly rich business application system is the foundation of the 
development of the financial system. MTT starts from the business application, uses blockchain technology 
to innovate the traditional economic model, realizes the rapid transformation from the Internet era to the 
blockchain era, and finally builds the world's first real metaverse.
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�.� MTX Exchange: Diversified Financial Services

At the heart of METAX is the diversified financial trading offered by the MTX Exchange. MTX Exchange 
provides global digital asset trading users with one-stop financial services such as management, trading and 
investment, including amart PAMM documentary system, professional documentary team, diversified DeFi 
products and other trading ecological value closed-loop. In addition, based on community power and the 
interests of users, MTX Exchange has gradually transitioned to the blockchain digital asset integration 
ecology of complete autonomy of the global community, realizing sharing, co-ownership and co-governance 
with the community and users:

It has the world's 
top amount 

supervision to 
ensure the safety 

of funds

Excellent 
historical 

performance 
returns in the 

world's leading 
and buy a way 
ahead of the 

world in terms of 
customer returns

The industry's 
first fund 

isolation trust 
and check, which 
are escorted by 

cooperative 
banks or trusts 

for VIP 
customers' funds

The top 
quantitative team 

gathers global 
elites, and a 

group of senior 
consultants 

provide strategic 
services

Transparent 
trading pamm 
system, with 

full visibility of 
the trading 

process
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METAX GROUP

Safe And Reliable

MTX Exchange has two financial licenses of the United States, Cayman, and is subject to 
international financial supervision and security. In addition, the platform adopts advanced network, 
application, host, data multi-level system structure. The network layer protects against DDoS 
attacks, the application layer provides basic defense, the host layer protects against brute force 
cracking, and the data layer provides encryption services to ensure the operation experience and 
property security of terminal users. The stability of the traffic portal is achieved through load 
balancing. The gateway layer monitors and independently monitors the load balancing of multiple 
groups of machines. When there is a business vrelease, it monitors the script through load 
balancing to offline some machines. When the service is online, it leads the traffic to these 
machines to achieve traffic hot migration; Through service modularization, the business layer can 
adopt dynamic adding machine to achieve high stability when the pressure of business volume 
increases.

The design of multi-layer architecture greatly improves the performance, security, stability and 
scalability of the system. Function deployment and version update do not need to be stopped, so as 
to maximize the operation experience of end users.

High Transaction Performance
The trading system of MTX platform adopts distributed parallel technology, which can be expanded 
at any time with the increase of trading volume. The specific operation is that the front end 
introduces traffic through load balancing, splits the load balancing according to different services, 
and calls different load balancing for different service flows, so that different services can be 
expanded as much as possible. At the same time, the traffic portal can be configured dynamically. 
When a load balancer cannot bear the traffic pressure, the subsequent traffic will be transferred to 
other load balancers to achieve dynamic expansion. The gateway cluster and business cluster built 
by ECs can realize parallel expansion and hot expansion.

America MSB Cayman Islands licence
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Smart PAMM Documentary System

MTX platform strategy core team comes from Goldman Sachs, JPMORGAN Chase, World Quant 
and other international first-tier quantitative funds, has more than 130 traders and technical teams 
in Canada, Silicon Valley, Hong Kong, London, and has in-depth cooperation with the top hedge 
funds in the Chinese futures market. The smart and professional PAMM system enables users to 
obtain the best merchandising services, eliminating the need to spend 24 hours on the market and 
making profits easily.

Diversified Financial Services
In addition to supporting ordinary coin currency trading and documentary trading, MTX will launch 
leverage trading and futures trading functions in some regions in the later stage if the policy 
permits. It also supports Short-Mechanism, which is convenient for investors to realize the 
preservation and appreciation of cryptocurrency assets by means of hedging, so as to achieve 
diversity.

MTX platform currently supports bilingual Chinese and English. Later, it will gradually join the 
languages of other countries, including Japan, South Korea, Russia etc. to achieve 
internationalization, and focus on the vision of establishing the most reliable global digital asset 
trading platform.

Professional traders take care of 
your account
Top quantitative team delivery 
strategy
Professional team serves users

Real and transparent billing 
process
Allocate funds intelligently 
according to needs
Automatically follow orders 
and place orders according to 
instructions 

More efficient than 
individual stock watching
Compatible with EA, 
diversified trading strategy 
portfolio
Save time and effort, as 
well as obtain trading 
results every month

Professional Intelligent Efficient
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3.3 MTA high-performance Public Chain

MTA public chain focuses on high performance, helps to develop blockchain and commercial 
applications, and is able to provide efficient, fair and secure infrastructure for distributed DAPP. 
Multi-chain technology ecology adopts the collaborative extension technology of "one main chain + 
multiple application chains" to design a set of unique multi-chain architecture, which is divided into 
multiple application chains. In this multi-chain architecture, multiple parallel application chains are 
supported in addition to the MTA's main chain. Different main chains can adopt different consensus 
mechanisms. The default consensus mechanism is CPoC. Developers can create and deploy their 
own nodes through the interface provided by the main chain.

Multi-chain Ecology
Existing blockchain technology has bottlenecks in performance, capacity, privacy, isolation and 
scalability under the single-chain architecture. Some applications cannot be fully implemented on a 
single chain, but need to be implemented with the help of features such as scalability, isolation, high 
performance, and interoperability in a multi-chain architecture. Multi-chain architecture:

• Main Chain: it is the basis of Multi Chain ecosystem. Its function is to generate random numbers, 
save relevant information of verification nodes, manage verification nodes and track application 
chain blocks.

• Work Chains: it has its own independent state and business logic, and shares the security 
provided by the relay chain. Each parallel chain can independently design its own architecture 
according to different business needs. Parallel chain can also be used for concurrent transactions 
to improve scalability. It ensures its security by connecting the relay chain.

• Bridge: it is responsible for connecting the main chain and the application chain, verifying the 
application chain, ensuring the security of the application chain and realizing the communication 
between the main chain and the application chain. The communication content can be transaction 
or any form of data. Inter-Blockchains mainly includes information Inter-Blockchains and value 
Inter-Blockchains. Among the many problems faced by blockchain, the lack of interoperability 
between chains greatly limits the application space of blockchain.

At the bottom of MTA, the main chain is taken as the basic chain, and the upper layer builds 
multi-chain business models of different application chains for the independent sub-businesses. 
The Inter-Blockchains asset exchange between the application chain and the underlying main 
chain. The key information on the application chain is timed or triggered by events to exchange data 
with the main chain, so as to achieve the purpose of endorsing the main chain for the application 
chain, and at the same time, take into account the efficiency of the application chain and the 
fairness of the underlying main chain.
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High-performance And Multi-application
In terms of performance, the speed of MTA public chain is also extremely fast as it does not need 
heavy work proof while ensuring decentralization. The theoretical speed of MTA public chain can 
reach millions of TPS, and transaction confirmation takes only 3 to 5 seconds. In addition, the cost 
of MTA public chain transactions is low and predictable, costing as little as $0.0001 per transaction, 
making it attractive to developers suffering from high gas charges.

The MTA public chain is also a green public chain, requiring only 0.00017 KWH of energy per 
transaction. Under the circumstance that blockchain is increasingly worried by the government, 
enterprises and private people due to its huge energy consumption, its low dependence on energy 
also represents a huge development potential. Benefiting from the above advantages, the current 
trading volume of MTA public chain has reached 3.5 to 4.5 million transactions per day, and the total 
trading volume has exceeded 1.7 billion transactions, far exceeding other public chains.

In terms of application, MTA public chain supports multiple parallel application chains, mainly 
involved in the application ecology of supply chain, medical care, media, finance, games, energy and 
other fields, which is the most suitable for enterprise-level application of high-performance public 
chain. It can be applied to financial system OS and social management system OS. MTA public 
chain also allows third parties to establish their own native blockchain on the MTA public chain, 
which is a form of chain plus chain. It is east to see that the MTA public chain can contain any 
blockchain, whether it is native or unfamiliar, private or public. With the Inter-Blockchain 
communication function, MTA public chain builds a very large blockchain application ecosystem.
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3.4 Sustainable Ecosystem

As a documentary trading system for multiple applications, MTX Exchange will develop the 
underlying API of blockchain for more access parties, realize the docking of multiple 
application scenarios and overlay of digital assets, and build a bridge application platform 
capable of connecting more digital assets.

The MTA public chain is used to build the underlying system and operation network of the 
metaverse. DAO is the operation system and governance system of the entire metaverse. 
All users holding MTT flat Nt dollars jointly maintain the daily operation of the metaverse. 
Users can manage digital assets, quant funds and purchase DeFi products through wallets 
or Exchanges.

Contract information management and documentary system, quantitative trading as well 
as joint market capitalization are the profit sources of MTX Exchange and also one of the 
key mechanisms of the whole ecosystem:

• Widely used public chain underlying system    • DAO, metaverse management system
• Continuous growth of defi, quantitative fund and wallet
• Platform currency, MTT currency value management
• Smart PAMM documentary system

The sustainable and self-recycling MTX financial ecosystem is the root of the platform's 
growth and the reason for the long-term operation of the project. METAX is always 
committed to creating a diversified international financial ecosystem for the circulation of 
digital assets and providing diversified financial services for all users.

Diversified Deifi Products
Link global transaction API

METAX Metaverse

Virtual business world
on global chain

DAO
Decentralized

autonomous organization

Digital Asset Manangement
Financial value-added and
investment management

METAX Wallet
Transaction, payment

and storage

Quantitative Fund
Intelligent investment strategy

MTX Exchange
Quantitative transaction, financial

management and exchange

Platform Currency MTT
The only pass of the ecology

MTA Pubilic Chain
Super green public chain network
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4.1 MTT Platform Token MTT

The METAX ecosystem will use MTT tokens as a circulation tool that can be transferred between internal user 
accounts. MTT is mainly used for trading on the platform of MTX Exchange, such as documentary system and 
exchange, etc. All transactions of MTX Exchange are settled by MTT. MTT can enchange USDT in fast 
transaction speed, with a commission of 5‰ and a commission of 2% for withdrawal fee.

MTT is a revolutionary creation of MTX platform value transfer. MTT naturally combines three attributes: 
financial attribute, that is, MTT can be used to buy a certain financial product or service; Dividend attribute, i.e. 
the income brought by the improvement of financial ecological value through holding MTT; Circulation 
attribute, that is, the circulation and exchange of different rights and interests can be realized through trading 
MTT.

4.2 Application Mechanism

• Service Charge Discount: When using MTT to purchase VIP grades, VIP of different grades will 
enjoy different service charge discounts, and can get a discount of up to 50% of the transaction 
service rate.
• Liquidity Guarantee：Every quarter, MTT digital currency exchange will purchase MTT in the 
circulation market with 20% of the service charge paid in that quarter, and all the purchased MTT 
will be withdrawn into the user protection fund to compensate the platform users in advance in case 
of sudden risks of the platform and protect the rights and interests of users.
• Certified Merchant Deposit In Currency Transaction Area: Use MTT as deposit to become a 
certified merchant in currency transaction and obtain exclusive certification logo as well as 
one-to-one customer service.
• As a token for settlement, clearing and liquidity in the future metax financial system
• Decentralized trading "fuel": In the future, MTT will also be the fuel for the trading platform on the 
decentralized chain of MTT asset exchange. When using MTT decentralized trading platform, MTT 
is required.
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4.3 The Value Outlook

MTT can connect the value of the whole METAX financial ecological chain together, fully mobilize 
the subjective initiative of each node in the ecological chain, which not only ensures the individual 
interests of each holder, but realizes the value flow within the ecological chain as well as promote 
the continuous development of the whole ecology.

MTT positions the universal token of the global financial ecosystem through blockchain 
decentralization and the value of Token value economy to the entire financial industry. METAX is not 
the giant of the existing centralized industry, nor will it hinder the growth of the main body in any 
industrial chain. It just establishes a consensus mechanism to ensure the decentralization and 
value transfer of the whole ecology.

MTT contributes to the full integration of DeFi and DEX, and is committed to realizing the perfect 
integration of DeFi+DEX through digital currency documentary transactions, asset management, 
quantitative transactions, etc. It will not only solve the pain points of DeFi's financial ecosystem, but 
break the sustainability dilemma of centralized exchanges, and it opens up endless possibilities for 
the entire DeFi world with the support of DAO. Based on technology and supported by products, 
MTT will reconstruct the trust mechanism of exchanges and create a new future of blockchain in a 
trinity.
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THE TEAM MEMBERS

METAX team has years of experience in technical services, project operation and management idea, 

integrates the developed technology of science and technology industry and active innovative thinking. The 

team has always promoted the continuous development of Internet technology products and information 

sharing with excellent market foresight as well as technological innovation to build a scientific and rigorous 

smart encryption financial system!

Andrew Carnegie    

Chairman, METAX Group

Honorary member of the French Academy of Sciences

Co-president, Transocean Switzerland

Prior to joining The COOP Group, Andrew served as senior Executive Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer 

of the COOP Group, where he was responsible for corporate strategy, business development, and strategic 

partnerships with Pixar, Marvel, Lucasfilm, and 21st Century Fox. Andrew then joined The Disney Group as 

chairman of consumer and International business, where he grew the number of paid subscribers to Disney's 

streaming service to over 30 million worldwide. Andrew has also earned a reputation in the industry for 

overseeing streaming services such as Hulu, ESPN+ and Hotstar, as well as international operations, global 

content and advertising sales.

Miro Kolesar  CEO

Henry graduated from Middlebury College with a major in financial management. Prior to joining METAX, He 

worked in McKinsey's Singapore, Hong Kong and Taipei offices for a long time, serving as a director of 

McKinsey's Greater China practice, deputy General Manager of The Taiwan branch of Berita, and head of BNP 

Paribas' Greater China practice. He served as Chief Operating Officer of Taishin Financial Holdings from 2006 

to February 2011. Henry is particularly good at building a leading business innovation platform and advanced 

business model with an international professional team to promote innovation and application of technology 

and model in the financial field, so as to further deepen the strategic development and implementation of 

METAX fintech.

Paul Yang  CTO

Paul was vice President and CEO of R3 Capital Partners, served as vice Chairman and member of the U.S. 

Treasury's Borrowing Committee and a member of the Federal Reserve's Financial Markets Investment 

Advisory Board. He served on the Alphabet/Google Investment Advisory Board and the UBS Research 

Advisory Board, at the same time, he is a member of the BlackRock Foundation, the Advisory Board of the 

Hospital for Special Surgery, and the Big Brother/Big Sisters Council of Newark and Essex Counties. Paul has 

more than 20 years of experience in basic fixed income, global allocation and other business areas, and has 

created a far better return myth for countless investors than the industry.
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PROJECT ROADMAP

In ����
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Market research and algorithm research
Theoretical verification and system

feasibility analysis

METAX Group was formed
System design and experimental verification

Product design, public chain docking development,
consensus mechanism innovation

The public chain development
Research on the theory of the metaverse

Index server upgrade
METAX2. 0 development

METAX2. 0 white paper release

Based on METAX2.0 opening of
business application layer

Promote the commercialization of public 
chain storage and search business

Q�

Q�

Q�

Q�

����

Index server cluster building and testing
Layout of the world's largest computing
power network
Main net wallet test completed
Official website and search site testing completed
Public chain development completed
MTX Exchange goes online

Project white paper release
Online trial operation of official website
and search website
Ecological access of institutions / communities
Formation of payment channel / storage network

Start internal test mining
Wallet Online
Quantitative fund start

The project application is fully open
MTT launched the exchange and the
application landed
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Smart PAMM Documentary System

MTX platform strategy core team comes from Goldman Sachs, JPMORGAN Chase, World Quant 
and other international first-tier quantitative funds, has more than 130 traders and technical teams 
in Canada, Silicon Valley, Hong Kong, London, and has in-depth cooperation with the top hedge 
funds in the Chinese futures market. The smart and professional PAMM system enables users to 
obtain the best merchandising services, eliminating the need to spend 24 hours on the market and 
making profits easily.

Diversified Financial Services
In addition to supporting ordinary coin currency trading and documentary trading, MTX will launch 
leverage trading and futures trading functions in some regions in the later stage if the policy 
permits. It also supports Short-Mechanism, which is convenient for investors to realize the 
preservation and appreciation of cryptocurrency assets by means of hedging, so as to achieve 
diversity.

MTX platform currently supports bilingual Chinese and English. Later, it will gradually join the 
languages of other countries, including Japan, South Korea, Russia etc. to achieve 
internationalization, and focus on the vision of establishing the most reliable global digital asset 
trading platform.



This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an opinion relating to the 
purchase or sale of MTT shares or securities. Any similar offer or price will be made on a credible 
basis, subject to applicable securities and other applicable laws; the information or analysis does 
not constitute an investment decision or specific recommendation. This document does not 
constitute any investment advice, intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 
This document does not constitute or be understood as offering any trading behavior, or any 
behavior of inviting the trading of securities in any form, nor is it a contract or commitment in any 
form.

The MTX Foundation will act as an independent legal entity and be solely responsible for organizing 
the team to develop, promote and operate the MTX program. MTX Foundation will accept donations 
or private placements from specific groups in a proper manner in strict accordance with local laws 
and regulations, and will give MTT coins. Due to legal restrictions on citizens or groups of countries, 
MTT will not conduct public crowdfunding or public fundraising activities in certain countries and 
regions.

The income earned by MTX Foundation will be mainly used by MTX Foundation for technology 
development, community building, marketing, business cooperation, financial audit, etc. MTT is still 
likely to be questioned and regulated by authorities in different countries around the world. In order 
to meet and comply with local laws and regulations, MTX Exchange may not be able to provide 
normal service in some areas.

MTX expressly states that the intended user clearly understands the risks of the MTX platform, and 
that the participant, once participating, understands and accepts the risks of the project and is 
willing to personally bear all the corresponding results or consequences.

1. Market risk: if the overall value of cryptocurrency market is overestimated, the investment risk will 
increase. Participants may have high expectations for the price growth of the project, but these high 
expectations may not be realized.
2. Systemic risk: refers to force majeure factors, including but not limited to natural disasters and 
political turbulence.
3. Regulatory risk: The trading of cryptocurrency is highly uncertain. Due to the lack of strong 
supervision in the field of cryptocurrency trading, cryptocurrency is subject to the risks of boom and 
slump, etc. If individual participants lack experience after entering the market, it may be difficult to 
withstand the asset shock and psychological pressure brought by market instability.

DISCLAIMER



4. Project risk: The team will spare no effort to achieve the goals mentioned in the white paper. 
There is a mature business model now. Meanwhile, as this white paper may be updated with the 
implementation of the project details, if the updated details of the project are not timely obtained by 
the participants of the plan, the participants will lack of recognition due to information asymmetry, 
thus affecting the follow-up development of the project.
5. Technical risk: This project is based on cryptography algorithm, and the rapid development of 
cryptography also brings potential risk of cracking; Block chain, distributed storage and other 
technologies support core business development, and the team cannot fully guarantee the 
implementation of technology; In the process of project update, loopholes may be found and can be 
remedied by releasing updates, but the extent of impact caused by loopholes cannot be guaranteed.
6. Hacker attack and criminal risk: In terms of security, e-tokens are anonymous and difficult to 
trace, so they are vulnerable to hacker attack or criminal use, or may be involved in criminal 
activities such as illegal asset transfer.
7. Policy risk: Currently, the international regulatory policies for blockchain projects and financing 
with virtual currency are not clear, and there is a possibility of loss of participants due to policy 
reasons.
8. Unknown risks: With the continuous development of blockchain technology, there may be some 
risks that are currently unpredictable.

This White Paper makes no representation or warranty as to the correctness or completeness of the 
information, statements, opinions or other matters described or conveyed in connection with the 
program, nor makes any representation or warranty as to the results or reasonableness of any 
forward-looking or conceptual statement, and is not limited to the foregoing.

Nothing in this White Paper shall constitute or be deemed to constitute any promise or statement 
for the future. To the extent fully permitted by applicable law, we will not indemnify or be liable for 
any loss or damage arising out of or in connection with the actions of any person acting in 
accordance with this White Paper, whether through negligence, default or lack of care.

Before participating, participants should fully understand the background and overall framework of 
the team and participate rationally.

METAX Group reserves the right to amend and change the contents of this White Paper at any time.
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